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potash destroys it gradually, forming potassium chloride, fluoride, 
and carbonate. 1t was obtained by treating carbon tetrachloride 
with a mixture of antimony trifluoride and bromine in equal 
molecular proportions. It is notable that the brornofluoride 
produced by the mixture acts not as a bromising but a fluorising 
agent.-On a simplification of some of Tesla's experiments, by 
H. Schoentjes. Like some recent workers in England, Prof. 
Schoentjes has found that most of the experiments can be pro
duced, although with lesser intensity, without the bobbin 
immersed in oil, the discharge exciter, and the condenser, simply 
by the fir,;t Rhumkorff coil, whose dimensions need not exceed 
7 x 17 cm.-Op a process of sterilisation of albumin soiutions 
at 100° C., by Emile Marchal. Albumin can be easily sterilised 
at 100° C., without coagulation, by first adding o·os gr. per litre 
of borax, or o·oos of ferrous sulphate in a 2 to 5 per cent. 
solution, or 4 to 5 gr. nitrate of urea per litre of 10 per cent. 
solution_ The" incoagulable albumin" thus obtained is per
fectly suitable for cultivations. 

-------------------
SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES. 

LONDON. 

Royal Society, November 24, 1892.-" Memoir on the 
Theory of the Compositions of Numbers,'' by P. A. MacMahon, 
Major R.A., F.R.S. 

In the theory of the partitions of numbers the order of 
occurrence of the parts is immaterial. Compositions of num
bers are merely partitions in which the order of the parts is 
essential. In the nomenclature I have followed H. J. S. 
Smith and J. W. L. Glaisher. Wbat are called "unipartite" 
numbers are such as may be taken to enumerate undistinguished 
objects. "Multipartite" numbers enumerate objects which are 
distinguished from one another to any given extent ; and the 
objects are appropriately enumerated by an ordered assemblage 

of integers, each integer being a unipartite number which speci
fies the number of objects of a particular kind; and such 
assemblage constitutes a multipartite number. The 1st Section 
treats of the compositions of unipartite numbers both analyti
cally and graphically. The subject is of great simplicity, and 
is only given as a suitable introduction to the more difficult 
theory, connected with multipartite numbers, which is deve
loped in the succeeding sections. 

The investigation arose in an interesting manner. In the 
theory of the partitions of integers, certain partitions came under 
view which may he defined as pos,essing the property of in
volving a partition of every lower integer in a unique manner. 
These have been termed " perfect partitions,'' and it was 
curious that their enumeration proved to be identical with that 
of certain expressions which were obviously "compositions" of 
multipartite numbers. 

The generating function which enumerates the composition 
has the equivalent forms-

h1 + lt2 + h 3 + ... 
I;__-,;,-, - .. .' 

a 1 - a2 + q 3 - ••• 

l - :___ -,z; --... )' 
where h,, a, represent respectively the sum of the homogeneous 
products of order s and the sum of the products s together of 
quantities 

aH a2, a3, .... , a 11 , 

:md the number of compositions of the multipartite 
--·----·- -

P,h ... Pn 

is the coefficient of a/1a/" ... a,j " in the development accord
ing to ascending powers. 

It is established that 

),._ - .. - - .. I 
{r - s1(2a1 + a2 + . + ... +an)} ... {1 - sn(2a1 + 2a2 ... + 2an)} 

is also a generating function which enumerates the compositions ; the coefficient of 

s/)ls2f2 ... snPnalP1a2P2 ... a.,/n. 

being the number of compositions possessed by the multipartite 

P1Pn ... P11• 
The previous generating function may, by the addition of the fraction '/;- and the substitution of s,a,, s2a2, &c., for a1, a2, &c., 

be thrown into the form 

I - 2(::Ss1a1 - ::Ss1s2a1a2 + ... (- ) ;,+1s1s2 ... s,a1a2 ... a,.)' 

and hence these two fractions, in regard to the terms in their expansions which are products of powers of s1a10 s2a2, ... , s,a,, must 
be -identical. This fact is proved by means of the identity-

:1 - s1(2a1 + a2 + a,)} {1 - s2(2a1 + 2a2 ... + a"J: ... {r - +-:-:-:- +-:z-;;;;J: 

= .. I-----.- --
1 - 2 (::Ss1a1 - ::Ss1s2a1a 2 + ... (- )"+1s1s2 ... s,a1a2 ... a,) 

multiplied by 
+ ::52(AKJ + aK1) ... (A<t + a<t) - (A.-1 + 2a<1 ) ·-· (AKt + 2a<t) SKISK

2 
... SKu, 

(I - S<1 ) ..................... (r - SKt) 
where 

S< = s.(2a1 + ... + 2a< +"<+I + ... + a,.) = sK(A< + Za<), 

and the summation is in regard to every selection oft integers from the series 

1, 2, 3, ... n, 
and t takes all values from r to n - r. 

This remarkahle theorem !earls to a crowd of results which are interesting in the theory of numbers. 
The geometrical method of "trees" finds a place, and, lastly, there is the fundamental algehraic identity-

multiplied by 

I 

k {I - s1(ka1 + a
2 

+ ... +a,.)} {1 - s
2
(ka

1 
+ -+--.. -.-.. .. +. ka

2 
+ ... + kan)} 

1 + ::S k(At1 + at1 ) ••• (Atn + atn)_= (At1_ + katn) Sf,S/
2 

... S[n, 

(k- 1) (1- St1) (1 - St2) ... (r - Stn) 

which reduces to that formerly obtained when k is given the special value 2. 
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Chemical Society, December IJ.-;\[r. \V. Crookes, Vice· 
President, in the chair.-The Stas Memorial Lecture, by J . W. 
:\Iallet, was rearl (see this vol. p. 248). 

December 15.-Dr. \\'. J. Russell, Vice-President, in the 
chair.-The following papers were read:· The identity of 
caffeine and theine and the 'interactions. of caffeine and auric 

by W. R. Dunstan and W. F. J. Shepheard. Various 
physiologists have .:oncluded that differences exist between 
theine from tea and cafTeine from coffee; the authors have com· 
pared the products from the two sources, and consider that their 
identity is beyonrl question . The differences in physiological 
action ohserved hy Mays, 13runton, a nd Cash can only mean 
that the alkaloids employed we're eithe r impure or administered 
under non·comparable conditions. On heating :m aqueous 
solution of caffeine aurichloride, a yellow precipitate of auro· 
chlorocatfcine C.H,(AuCI2)N . separates;, the production. of 
this substance is beuerexplaine<i by Medicus formulaforcaffeme 
than by that of E. Fischer.· ·-Stutlies on isomeric change, ii. 
Orthoxylenesulphonic acids, by G. T . Moody. 1 : 2: J· 
orthoxylenesulphonic acid, when heated at I 15-120' in a current 
of <iry air, undergoes quantitative conversion into the isomeric 
1 : 2: 4 -sulphonic acid. The former acid is prepared hy sui· 
phonating dibromorthoxylene and reducing the result dibrom
orthoxylenesulphonic acid with ?.inc dust anc! ·sodium hydroxide. 
:\ number of derivatives are dtscribed. ·. ·Studies on isomeric 
cl•anl(e, iii. Phenetoilsulphonic acids, C,;II.(OEt)SO,H, by G. 
T. Moody. 13romophenetoilsulphonic acicl, prepared by 
ethylating para bromophenol and sulphonating the 
oil so ohrainerl, is readily reduced by zinc dust and sodmm 
hydroxide with formation of orthophcner oilsulphonic acid. The 
latter is completely converted into the isomeric parasulphonic 
acid on heating for several hours at 100 ·. Lagai's observations, 
contradicting the author's previous results, are shown to he 
erroneous.-Formation and nitration of phenyldiazoimide, hy 
W. A. Tilden and J. II. Millar. l'henyldiazoimide, N 3• Ph, is 
readily obtained by the iDieraction of nitrosyl chloride and 
phenylhydrazine in glacial acetic acid solution ; on nitration it 
yields about two-thirds of its weight of the paranitro·derivative 
(m.p. 74"). Nitrophenyldiazoimide is a convenient source from 
which to prepare diazoimide. - The production of naphthalene 
derivatives from dehydracetic acid, by J. ;-.i. Collie. The 
author concludes that the yellow substance which he has 
previously obtained hy the condensation of (see 
this vol. p. 238) is probably formed in accordance With the 
following equation :-

Me . C : CII C : CH . C. 

H r.:J 

This substance gives a diacetyl derivative which on distillation 
with zioc rJu , t yields a trimethylnaphthalenl'. The condensation 
product clo;ely resembles the ace.tonaphthols_prepared by \Vilt 
and l<:rdmann.-A new synthesis of hydrmdone, by F. S. 
Kipping. . Contrary to the statement hydri!'done 
may h.e easily prepared 10 large 'luantlt1es by. the action of 
aluminium chloride on phcnylpropionic chloride; so-6o per 
cent. of the theoretical yicl<l is obtained, the reaction being repre· 
sented by the equation: Ph. CH". COCl = 

Ph H" + H Cl. The ketone preparecl in this way is 

idenucal with that obtained from other sources by several 
du:mi,ts ; its hydrazone, hydroximc and a nitro-derivative 
ace <lcscribed. On heatiug hydrindone with mode· 
rately concentrated sulphuric acid a pro
duct, C18 [JH0• is oh•aincd ; it forms yellow••h plates 
melting .at . 141'S-I42'f, Phosphoric anhydride converts 
hyc!rin;ionc into a crystalline suhstane<·,. is 
!\JlJlarcntly identical w1th the hydrocarbon of the empmcal com· 
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C3 J 11, which the has by the 
action of <;>n ch.onde:· · 
The resolution of methoxysuCCir.IC ac1d mto liS act1ve 
component,, hy T . Purdie and_\\' . :..ta.shaU. Synth_cncal mc_thoxy
succinic acid can be resolved mto 1ts opllcally active constituents 
by crystalli>ation of1he acid cinchonine salts, t h.c salt of t.hc clex.t ro· 

being less soluble in water than that of li s 
The separation effected in this way is, however, onl_Y 
the metall ic sahs nhtaincd after rtmoval of the al blotd bemg a 
mixture of the active and inactive comJJound;;; hy taking advant· 
age of the fact that the ? r acid. potassium is 
less soluble in water than 1ts 1somende, the optically 
active acids may he isc)lated. The active acids have a 
rotatory power of ahout33· in 5-10 per cent. aqueous soluuons 
ancl melt at SS-9o ·, whilst the inactive acid ":lclts at The 
rotation of the normal ammonium or potassiUm $al t IS of the 
same as that of the parent acid ; the rot at ion the calcium 
or barium salt is of opposite sign to .t hat of ac1<l, _but vanes 
:;rcatly with change c_oncentraoon. 1 he _ rotation the 
barium salt changes s1gn m very dilute solullons.-:-Opllcally 
active ethoxysuccinic acid, hy T. Purdie and I. -'Y· \\ nlkcr. If 
fed with nutritive mineral salts the spores of Ptmc•lltum,,•laurum 
flouri' h in a solution of inactive ammonium ethoxy· 
succinate and consume the acid, leaving the dextro· 
acid unalterecl. On the cinchonidine salt the 
inactive acid, a separation iuto the and 
tions may he cffccte<l, and the oppositely ac1d ammomum 
salts preparcrl in this way resemble that. obtam_ed by means of 
f'micillium .:;lmaum. Close parallelism ex1sts hctwee':l .the 
methoxy· and ethoxy·succin':'-te>, with to opt1cal actiVIty. 
--The formation of benzyl<hhydroxypyndme from benzylglutac
onic acid, by S. Ruhemann. Ethyl 
dissol vcs at 100" in concentrated aqueous ammoma, a 
solution, from which acids separate hcnzyldihydr?xypyndme. 
This substance exhibits both basic and acid propeme' and melts 
at 184'. -The action of nitrous acid on l ·a-amido·2· .S ·naphthol; 
a correction, by R. The auth·or agrees wnh the 

of Grandmougin and ichel that 
, quinone results from the interaction of nitrous aCHI and 

I·a amido·2·.8 ·naphthol.-Note on the action of phenylhydra
zine on mono· and di-carhoxylic acids at 
by W. R. Hodgkimon and A. H. Coote .. m•x
ture of phenylhydra1.ine and phenylacet.•c ac1d 1n 
proportion, hent.cne, aniline and a liqu•d. of the composttlon 
CHH 120 2 distil over; nitrogen and are also 
As ha- been previously shown, the byclrnz1de of the composllwn 
Ph. C H ., . CO. NH. :Nil . Ph is the first product of there
act ion · <list illing this substance, N Jl . N II is split off, and 

the phenylhydrazine present to aniline and 
Somewhat similar reactions occur in the cases of 
phenylpropiooic, and succinic acids, and art: now under mvesll· 
gat ion. 

SYDNE\', 

Royal Society of New South Wales, September 7, 1892. 
-Prof. 'Varren, President, in the chair.-Paper read: The 
effect which settlement in Australia bas produced upon the 
indigenous vegetation, by A. G. Hamilton [Part I.]. 

October 5.-Prof. Warren, President, in the chair.--
second part of paper on the effect which settlement In 
has llrocluced upon indigenous hy A. G. llamliton, 
was read, after which the society 's hronze medal ancl a cheque 
for £zs were presented to the author. 

November 2.· -Prof. Vvarrcn, President, in the chair.-Dr. 
William Huggins, F.R.S., was elected an honorary of 
the Society. The following papers were read 
note on limestone occurring near Sydney, by II. G. Smlth.
On ,. cyclonic storm near Narrabri, by II. C. Russell, F.R.S. 
-Somt: foJk.,ongs and myths from Samoa, translate<! by the 
Rev. G. Pratt, with introduction and notes hy llr. John 
Fraser. 

Academy of Sciences, January 16. -M. <le l .ar.au:-lluthiers 
iii the chair.-Swimming movements of the ray ·fi,h, by M . 
Marey. Thc'c were inv:stif.:atc<i by means of 
graphy, tt•u bemg made_ second: I he fish was 
tix<:<l in pos ition hy the head and t!\11, and the v1ews were taken 
fro:n the front the side respectively, the fins be10g left free 
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to move. The photographs show the successive phases of one 
entire motion of the fins, which consists of a wave-like motion 
beginning in front. Shortly after the anterior portion has been 
lifted it is clepressed, the motion being meanwhile propagated 
to the lateral portions, and growing in amplitude as the fin grows 
in breadth. Just before the movement dies out near the tail the 
process recommences in front. The periodic time was o·S 
seconds. The photographs show a striking I ikeness to tho'e 
obtained by chronophotography applied to the flight of birds. 
M. Marey intends to study the mechanical effect of the action 
of the fins upon the water, also by the aid of photography.
Microscopic researches on tbe contractility of the blood-vessels, 
by M. L. Ranvier. The periresophagian membrane of the frog 
was placed on the disc of the slide-cell in one or two drops of 
peritoneal serum. It was kept extended by a platinum ring ; 
electrodes of tinfoil were placed in connection, and a cover glass 
was fixed over the whole with paraffin. Thus mounted, the 
smooth muscular fibres and the internal elastic sheath are well 
seen. On connecting the induction coil with the electrodes, the 
muscula• fibres contract as soon as the current is strong enough. 
At the same time, the folds of the internal sheath become more 
pronounced and finally touch, thus effacing the passage through 
the small artery. On breaking the current, the artery gradually 
regains its original diameter. If the current is not suft1ciently 
strong for producing a regular contraction, some of the segments 
contract, while others are at rest. But the zone of contraction 
is never displaced, and, if interrupted, will reappear at the same 
place on reestablishing the current. Nothing corresponding to 
a peristaltic motion can be produced· by direct electrical 
excitement. In none of the experiments, even with the strongest 
currents, was it possible to detect any signs of contraction in the 
capillaries.-On the sum of the logarithms of the first numbers 
not exceeding x, by M. Cahen.-On differential equations of a 
higher order, the integral of which only admits of a finite number 
of determinations, by M. Paul Painleve.-On linear differential 
equations with rational coefficients, by M. Helge von Koch.
Electric waves in wires ; depression of the wave propagated in 
conductors, by M. Birkeland (see Wiedemann' s Annalen, ab
stract).-On the minimum perceptible amount of light, by M. 
Charles Henry. This was estimated by Aubert at :rlt0 th of 
the light of the full moon . This is about a thousand times 
too great, as proved by some measurements made with the zinc
sulphide (phosphorescence) photometer previou, Jy described. 
The corrected formula for the rate of loss of luminosity of the 
sulphide is i o·o (t- IS'S) = 1777 ·s, which agrees even with the 
longest observations, and is theoretically justified by M. Henri 
Becqnerel. The minimum perceptible amount of light was 
determined by noticing the time at which the eye, previously 
kept in the dark for one hour, could only just distinguish the 
light emitted hy the phosphorescent substance, taking care to 
test for illusions by the successive interposition ·of ground-glass 
screens. The time thus found was four hours, giving an amount 
of light of 29 x 10-9 standard candles at I m. If the eye is 
previously kept in the dark during varying periods, the mini
mum varies inversely as the square of the time during which it 
is kept dark.-On phosphorescent sulphide of zinc, considered 
as a photometric standard, by the same. Careful tests showed 
that the light emitted by zinc sulphide at a given· instant is 
independent of the distance of the illuminating magnesium 
ribbon, of the time of illumination, and of the thickness of the 
'layer, and is also uniform in samples prepared under different 
conditions, thus exhibiting all the requisites of a secondary 
photometric standard.-Oo an acid plato-nitrite of potassium, 
by M. M. Vezes.-Decomposition of chl<JToform in presence of 
iodine, by M. A . Besson.-On some ethers of homopyro
catechine, by M. H . Cousin.-Qn the determination of phos
phorus in iron and steel, by M. Adolphe Carnot. The new 
method, based like most others on the employment of am
monium molybdate, differs from them in the mode of separation 
of the silicon, which is effected by sulphuric acid ; in the 
process of destruction of the carbon compounds, brought about 
by chromic acid ; and in the nature of the final compound, 
which is not magnesium pyrophosphate, but dry phospho
molybdate of ammonia, which only contains I ·628 per cent. of 
phosphorus, thus ensuring a greater accuracy in the quantita
tive estim.ation.- Losses of nitrogen in manure, by MM. A. 
Muntz and A. Ch. Girard.- Researches on the localisation of 
the fatty oils in the germination of see(is, by M. Eugene 
Mesnard. It appears that, except in the grasses, the fatty oil 
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is not specially localised. It is in all cases independent 'of the 
and the glucose, but it appears superposed upon the 

albuminoid materials in the reserves of ripe seeds. 

BERLIN. 

Physical Society, December 16, 1892.-Prof. Kundt, 
President, in the chair.-Dr. Lummer i'poke on the prin
ciples involved in the use of half-shade polarimeters. He showed 
that the difference in brightness of the two halves of the field of 
the instrument depends first on the angle between the two 
polarising prisms, the less this is the greater being the difference 
produced by a minimal rotation of the analyzer, and secondly on 
the power of perceiving minute differences of brightness: In 
connection with the latter he had made some changes m the 
Lippich instrument which presented some distinct advantages. 
-Prof. Goldstein gave an account of some experiments made 
many years ago, but not yet published. first dealt with t.he 
light which appears at the anode, and wh1ch, as compared w1th 
that of the kathode, has as yet heen but little investigated. As 
is well known, a kathode consisting of two metals emits rays of 
different brightness from its two parts, for instance 
aluminium emits brighter rays than does the s1lver. When th1s 
electrode is used as an anode, the reverse holds good, inasmuch 
as the anodic light of silver is brighter than that of aluminium. 
The difference is however, only observed in rarefied oxygen, 
and does not in a hydrogen tube, and is hence due to 
oxidation of the silver. The second set of experiments dealt with 
Crookes' supposed reciprocatory deflection of rays of 
similar direction. The speaker had shown, by sh1eldmg one of 
the electrode<, that the deflection is apparent, not real. The 
change in the path of the kathodic radiation is due entirely to the 
effect of the second electrode upon the rays emitted by the 
first. 
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